MAKING USE OF POLAR AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROPHONES
FOTO-VIDEO® Waveform Monitor Faces Facts

— "THE FACTS OF CONTINUOUS OPERATION, DAY IN AND DAY OUT"

... says Charles Halle of WENH-TV, Durham, N. H. following a year's use of the new FOTO-VIDEO V-9B TV Waveform Monitor, the built-in features of which measure up to the precise requirements of this well-known consultant of educational TV stations.

Charles Halle is director of engineering at WENH-TV, the University of New Hampshire station, at Durham. Last December, after searching the field, he chose the rugged Foto-Video—an instrument of near perfection in this exacting phase of TV signal production—as most likely to meet the "operational FACTS of LIFE" in round the clock performance without deviation of characteristics. IT DID!

Mr. Halle was so impressed with the simplicity of design, operational convenience and built-in versatility of the Foto-Video V-9B's—result of years of exacting engineering and production—that he first bought two instruments, then later ordered five more for WENH-TV.

"Not only was the Foto-Video TV Waveform Monitor less expensive, but it also proved to be of better quality than other comparable units. It is extremely well-engineered, and a lot easier for the operators to handle. It shows that clever design may be accomplished without compromising the essentials needed in such equipment," Mr. Halle said.

SOME OF THE FEATURES OF THE FOTO-VIDEO V-9B TV WAVEFORM MONITOR:

1—Four inputs, with push-button selection, affording complete monitoring facilities (both pulse width and level—ITV or broadcast cameras); or quality and level in studio or master control. Any input may be connected either front or rear.

2—Precise time and level calibration: 1-volt Zener reference for video; 4-volt Zener Pulse for sync levels; accurate .025H marks for quick sync and blanking duration settings.

3—Field expansion vertical interval to 4 inches for: counting equalizing and vertical pulses; viewing new test signals at lines 16 to 18; checking vertical pulse duration and delay.

4—Field Shift for interlace checking.

5—Both flat response and new IRE color roll-off: flat (± 0.5 DB) to 6 mc; IRE 6 DB at 1.6 (± 0.1 mc).

6—Triggering from all sources: internal video; external sync; external H and V drive.

7—Both line and field frequency controls to view: 1, 2 or 3 full lines; 1, 2 or 3 full fields.

8—Electronically regulated power supply.

9—Complete with case and slide-tilt assembly.

10—Continuous production; immediate delivery; low cost.

(Write or telephone for complete information)
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The anechoic chamber of the Electro-Voice company is shown set up to determine the polar response of a microphone. The importance of polar response characteristics to microphone users is pointed out in the article beginning on page 6.
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EMT 28 – CONDENSER MICROPHONE

Microphone system with cardioid and omnidirectional characteristics at choice. Special low noise circuitry in the preamplifier and long life type 6072 (12AY7) tube. Easily exchangeable components. Miniature head and slender tubes in two lengths provide minimum visual obstruction for TV and stage applications.

A separate power supply accepts line voltage in the range of 110 to 240 volts. Extensive accessories are available.

TECHNICAL DATA

Frequency Range: 30 - 15000 cps.
Sensitivity (200 ohms): 1 mV/ubar.
Ratio of front to rear sensitivity: 20 db.
Preamplifier size: 1-1/32" diameter by 7" long.
Cartridge size: 3/8" diameter.

C 12
CONDENSER POLYDIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE

With Remote Control of Directional Characteristics During Program Pick-Up.

The Type C 12 polydirectional condenser microphone, combined with a switch box for the remote control of its directional characteristics during program pick-up, opens many new avenues of pick-up technique.

TECHNICAL DATA

Frequency range: 30 - 15000 cps.
Frequency response: 0° omnidirectional cardioid, bidirectional, 180° cardioid.
Output level: 33 db re 1 milliwatt for a sound field of over 10 dynes/sq. cm.
Sensitivity (for 200 ohms): 1 mV/ubar ± 1.5 db.
Output impedance: 50 and 200 ohms.

SHOCK-PROOF FLOOR STAND
ST 200

This stand is not only insensitive to shock and vibration but is also very stable, because of the unique design of its shock-dampening elements. These consist of an arrangement of iron struts embedded in live rubber blocks. The ingenious yet simple design provides isolation against vibration and shock without having to increase the size and weight of the floor stand and affords the necessary restoring force and attenuation against torsion.
for T.V., Film, & Radio

**EMT D 24B**

**DYNAMIC DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE**

Professional studio microphone, moving coil design, cardioid characteristic. Minimum visual obstruction for TV and stage use. Equipped with windscreen, switch for acoustical high-pass filter (−10 db) against rumble and effective shielding against stray fields.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

Frequency range: 30 - 1600 cps.
Ratio of front to rear sensitivity: 20 - 25 db.
Sensitivity: 0.2 mV/ubar.
Head size: 1-17/32" diameter by 6-3/16" long.
Weight: 7 ounces.
Finish: Gold and umber gray.

**K 50**

**DYNAMIC HEADSET**

New construction ideas incorporated in these headphones give highest reproduction fidelity through the entire audible range. Ideal for monitoring monaural as well as stereo programs. Extremely light and comfortable (weight 3 oz.) they feature easy cleaning, very low distortion and power drain.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

Frequency range: 30 - 20000 cps.
Impedance: monaural 800 ohms, stereo 2 x 400 ohms.
Maximum load: monaural 4 volts on 800 ohms, stereo 2 volts on each system.
Level requirements for normal monitoring: monaural 0.5 volts, stereo 2 x 0.25 volts.
Colors: Capsules gray, headband gray, shells crystal clear.

**D 19 B**

**DYNAMIC DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE FOR TAPE RECORDERS**

With cardioid characteristic and bass-cut switch, this microphone covers the entire frequency range from 40 - 16000 cps. Rising characteristic. The pronounced directional characteristic, especially in the lower frequencies, means freedom from background noises.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

Frequency range: 40 - 16000 cps.
Frequency response: ± 3 db. with reference to standard curve.
Sensitivity: 0.18 mV/ubar (2.5 mV/ubar at high impedance).
Impedance: 200 ohms (high impedance 50K ohms).
Directional characteristic: Cardioid.

**WE ALSO SUPPLY**

EMT 140 reverberation units
EMT 930 professional turntables
EMT special noise reducing audio cables
EMT wow and flutter sets
Write for professional audio bulletin describing all of our quality products.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

East: Harvey Radio Company; 103 West 43rd Street, New York 36, New York
Camera Equipment Company, Inc.; 315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, New York
Harry Reizes (Representative): 1473 Sylvia Lane, Eastmeadow, L.I., New York
South: Ack Radio; Atlanta, Ga., and Birmingham, Alabama
Southwest: Audio Acoustics Co.; 130 Fairview Drive, Arlington, Texas
West Coast: Ralph Auf der Heide; P.O. Box 201, Altadena, California

AKG and EMT products are imported and laboratory-serviced in U.S.A. exclusively by:

**electronic applications, inc.**

194 Richmond Hill Avenue
Stamford, Connecticut

February, 1960
SUPER-SENSITIVE IMAGE ORTHICON

New camera tube is expected to widen the scope of both black-and-white and color television.

Figure 1. Improved depth of focus obtainable with the new image orthicon tube is illustrated in the above photographs. The monitor presentation on the right shows a scene picked up by a camera equipped with the type 7629. Light level in the studio was approximately 40 foot-candles and the lens was open to f. 22. The photograph on the left shows the same scene picked up by a standard 5820 image orthicon. The light level was the same as the pick up on the right; however, the lens was open to f. 5 due to the lower sensitivity of the 5820.

Figure 2. Gain in sensitivity of the new GL-7629 over the standard 5820 image orthicon is shown in the above photographs of monitor presentations. Available light at the airport, and the lens settings on both cameras were equal for both pictures. The camera used for the left photograph was equipped with the 5820 and the camera on the right with the 7629.
A new super-sensitive image orthicon camera tube which promises to widen the scope of black-and-white television, and to extend the general application of color television has been introduced by the General Electric Co.

The new tube is physically and electrically interchangeable with standard tubes. It requires from 1/10 to 1/20 the light required by standard image orthicons. It can produce pictures of usable black-and-white quality at one foot-candle of scene illumination or less, compared to the ten foot-candles required by standard black-and-white image orthicons at the same lens setting.

The super-sensitivity permits the origination of studio colorcasts under normal black-and-white lighting levels. Removal of the high lighting requirements of standard color camera tubes will make possible colorcasts from sports arenas, auditoriums and light-equipped ballparks without the addition of special lighting, since the new tube produces quality color pictures with light levels as low as 40 foot-candles. Under these conditions color television can have most of the programming flexibility of black-and-white television.

The increased sensitivity of the new tube results mainly from a high-gain, thin-film target of magnesium oxide approximately two milliths of an inch thick. It is approximately 1/100 of the thickness of the targets used in conventional camera tubes. If 1,500 of the thin-film targets were stacked, they would equal the thickness of a single human hair.

Scientists have long endeavored to improve the targets of conventional image orthicon tubes. All such targets ultimately become sticky and retain the image for longer and longer periods of time. When this stickiness becomes noticeable by causing images of a previous scene to smear over the new scene, the tube must be retired. Stickiness is a major reason for tube replacement.

Another limitation of conventional targets has been their susceptibility to permanent damage from "burn-in," which is caused by aiming the camera at a bright, stationary highlight for too long a time. When this happens, the target acquires a permanent after-image or "burn" which is evident in all transmitted pictures from that time on. "Burn-in" has also been another reason for tube replacement.

Targets in the new tube utilize a different principle of conduction. Conventional targets rely on ion conduction. Because this conduction is irreversible, the ions are ultimately exhausted and the useful life of the tube is ended. The new tube uses electron conduction. This is a reversible process, and the life of the tube is not limited by the exhaustion of charged carriers. Thus, the problem of "stickiness" and "burn-in" are virtually eliminated so that expected tube life is appreciably extended.

Twenty-five to 50 per cent more resolution is claimed for the new tube over present image orthicons. The extreme thinness of the new target inhibits sideways leakage, thus preventing loss of resolution. Moreover, its super-sensitivity allows improved depth of focus, since the lens opening at normal light levels may be stopped down. While the normal network transmission bandwidth of 325-350 lines limits use of this extra resolution in daily television fare, it can be used to advantage with special-purpose camera chains for military and industrial applications.

Initial application of the new tube was made by WLW-T, Cincinnati. The station originated the first colorcasts of professional basketball games over a major network on Nov. 21 and 22. They are also planning the transmission of night baseball games during 1960.
POLAR RESPONSE OF MICROPHONES

An understanding of microphone polar response provides a solid foundation for solving specific pickup problems.

A practical working knowledge of all types of microphones is, of course, a valuable asset. A complete understanding of polar patterns and frequency response characteristics supplementing practical experience opens up new avenues of application and can quite often provide the solution to otherwise seemingly difficult problems. It can also add those many improvements to sound pickup technique which distinguish one broadcast or television station from another. This factor becomes more important as receiving equipment is improved and the listening audience becomes more quality-conscious. The purpose of this article will be to discuss the various aspects of polar response of the popular types of microphones and their application with the aim of encouraging trial of new approaches to sound pickup using polar and frequency response characteristics as the useful tools they are.

Significance of Polar Response

Quite often, we take for granted the fact that we have microphones available that provide a variety of pickup characteristics, losing sight of their greatest value. Sound waves, it seems, are arbitrary to their action. While they can be directed to some extent, they normally spread out in all directions and delight in bouncing off any hard surface. Since a sound pressure wave consists merely of an abnormal bunching together of air molecules, these molecules will eventually lose the energy used to push them together and move them along and return to a normal state. We say then that the sound wave has been absorbed. But before that happens they spread out, bend and bounce around setting up standing waves and reverberation which play havoc with our sound pickup and eventual reproduction. We can speed up this absorption by adding "sound absorbent" materials to the walls and ceilings of our auditoriums and studios. These materials merely break up the advancing pressure wave (picture it as a solid wave) into smaller and smaller segments and absorb its energy until the pressure is equalized and the "sound" is no more.

But we cannot throw up sound absorbent material promiscuously. In some places it is physically im-

Figure 1. Placement of microphone for measuring polar response.

Figure 2. Arrangement of equipment for measuring polar response.
possible and, perhaps more importantly, it becomes very expensive very fast. If it is overdone, the rate of absorption becomes too great and resulting reproduction is hollow or "dead". The point is this: Many times it is impossible to control the acoustics under which we must pick up sound and even under controlled conditions better results can be obtained by controlling the sound picked up. This can be accomplished most readily and inexpensively at the microphone itself—providing the microphone produces the desired characteristics and that these are properly used.

**Measurement of Polar Response**

Perhaps the most practical method of explaining polar response and of creating a true understanding of the directional properties of microphones is to begin by explaining how polar response is measured. This must be related to some extent to the frequency response of the microphone itself; but at this point we will say only that the frequency response curves shown on typical specifications are axial response or response measured with the front of the microphone pointed at the source of sound. With this, we know what to expect when the microphone is pointed directly at the source of sound. The polar response will tell us how the frequency response varies to sounds arriving off the front axis of the microphone.

Usually, it is quite easy to determine by a listening test whether the axial response of a particular microphone is adequate for a given job. But it is difficult to determine the polar response by the same method. Much time can be consumed with

---


**Fig. 3. Graph paper with polar coordinates.**
such listening tests and the results at best are inconclusive. When the polar curves of your microphones are known, however, it is usually quite simple to make the proper choice without having to spend time on a listening comparison.

To determine the polar response of a microphone an anechoic or echo-free room is required. This type room is used to make certain that there is no reverberation or ambient noise present since these will distort the polar response and produce misleading results. Only under these conditions can we be certain to obtain the true performance of the microphone. Figure 1 shows the arrangement used in the anechoic room and Figure 2 diagrams the associated audio equipment. The microphone is placed on a stand of proper height and carefully aimed at the center of the loudspeaker which provides the source of sound.

With the oscillator set at 10 kc, a level is established with the microphone in this position. Since the microphone output at all other positions off the front axis of the microphone will be less, this output on axis is referred to as zero on the polar chart.

In plotting the curve, standard circular polar chart paper is used. The general type used is shown in Figure 3 although because of the small size used in most illustrations, the 1 db steps are not shown. Zero dB at zero degrees (front axis of the microphone) is located and marked in and each heavy concentric ring is identified as a difference of 5 dB from zero dB on the outside ring to minus 20 dB at the smallest ring toward the center. The center of the chart would represent minus 25 dB as compared to the outside ring.

Instead of leaving the microphone fixed and moving the source of sound around it as might be done on a listening test, we merely rotate the microphone, which produces the same effect. On the typical nondirectional microphone shown in Figure 2, the level at 10 kc drops to minus 5 dB at 30 degrees, to minus 8½ dB at 45 degrees to minus 15 dB at about 80 degrees, to minus 17½ dB at 90 degrees and to minus 20 dB at 180 degrees. As rotation is continued beyond 180 degrees, the curve repeats itself as shown on the chart. At each point the level is plotted and
the process is repeated with the oscillator set at other frequencies to give us a picture of the over-all action of the microphone throughout the audio spectrum. In actually analyzing the performance of a particular microphone, many more frequencies are used than are shown. Only those are included where a significant change has taken place.

Polar curves disclose many interesting characteristics of microphones and can explain a number of points that might be puzzling if they were not available. For example, non-directional microphones are usually lumped into one category denoted as “pressure” microphones since they respond to sound pressure rather than sound velocity, as is the case with ribbon microphones. Any microphone constructed with a case which is closed on the back scaling off the back of the diaphragm from sound pressures that can strike the front is called a pressure or nondirectional microphone. Yet, in examining the polar charts of various nondirectional microphones, we find that this is a rather broad category and that many of these microphones become directional at the higher audio frequencies. Some manufacturers refer to these types as “semi-directional” rather than “nondirectional.” Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the polar response for several different nondirectional or pressure microphones.

In investigating the cause of directional properties in this type microphone, we see in the polar charts a pattern that provides an easy solution. Figure 6 which of the three shows the least directional discrimination at all frequencies is a polar chart of a tiny lavaliere type microphone with a case diameter of only 3/4-inch. Significant directional discrimination is shown in Figure 5 only at very high audio frequencies. This is the polar chart of the popular slim type broadcast dynamic microphone with a case diameter of 1-inch. The remaining curve in Figure 4 is that of a “saltshaker” style dynamic with a case diameter of 2 inches and this exhibits even greater directional effects.

As these curves show, a “nondirectional” microphone is not nondirectional at all frequencies. The larger the case diameter, the lower the frequency becomes at which the microphone begins to show directional properties. This is due to the fact that sound waves resist being bent around an object. The resistance to bending increases as the frequency rises. Thus, there will be a greater loss of level at 5 kc than at 1 kc when these frequencies must bend around a microphone to arrive at the diaphragm. As the case diameter of the microphone increases, the loss in off-axis sound increases as the frequency rises. As a result, the size and shape of a pressure microphone controls its polar response. This is usually termed “baffle effect." "Saltshaker" style dynamics are sometimes furnished with flat, circular baffles which can be fitted over the front of the microphone to increase its baffle area and cause the microphone to become directional at lower frequencies.

While the popular small dynamic nondirectional microphones show little in the way of directional discrimination, the larger types can be depended upon to discriminate against the higher frequency sounds arriving from off-axis. Our polar charts tell us the extent of this discrimination, the directions involved and how we can use or compensate for this characteristic.

Analyzing the Polar Chart

We are now at the point where we can correlate frequency response for sounds arriving from directions off the front axis of the microphone.

(Continued on page 26)
NEW EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING

A discussion of the envelope delay characteristics in television systems and a description of a new measurement technique.

THE ENVELOPE delay characteristic is an extremely important factor in television systems. The effect of improper envelope delay is quite pronounced in color television, but a properly corrected system is also necessary for monochrome transmission if the optimum in picture quality is to be obtained. A new measuring technique has been developed which provides a low frequency reference to relate properly the envelope delay of the high and low frequency components of the video signal. The RCA BW-8A Envelope Delay Measuring Set utilizes this new technique, and is designed for television station use. This discussion highlights the importance of the envelope delay characteristic and describes the new measurement technique.

Envelope Delay

The phase-versus-frequency characteristic of television systems is usually referred to in terms of time

Figure 1. Typical uncorrected TV system response of 100 kc square wave.
delay or envelope delay. Time delay is equal to the phase shift divided by the angular frequency. Envelope delay is a somewhat more sensitive term used for expressing phase shift, and is equal to the incremental slope of the phase-versus-frequency characteristic. An ideal system has a linear phase characteristic and equal envelope delay at all video frequencies. The effects of improper phase relationship between the various frequencies in a television system are well known, producing leading white, trailing smear, ringing and misregistration.

The television system used in the United States is a band-limited system of approximately 4 mc, and one sideband is partially attenuated to conserve spectrum space. Such a system has many advantages, but inherently introduces phase distortions that must be properly compensated before optimum picture quality can be achieved.

**Phase Distortion**

The results of phase distortion caused by band-limited vestigial sideband transmission are shown in Figure 1. The anticipatory transients preceding the transitions, and the rounding of the corners of the square wave after the transitions, are due to low frequency phase distortion caused by the attenuation of the lower sideband. The ringing following the transitions is caused by the attenuation of the upper sideband and resulting phase distortion.

These defects resulting from delay distortions cannot be completely eliminated but can be reduced in magnitude. Figure 2 shows the square wave response of a system that has been corrected by means of phase correction networks in the video input circuit of the transmitter. The anticipatory transients preceding the transitions have been eliminated and the corners following the transitions have been made square. These improvements were made by correcting the low frequency phase characteristic. The ringing has been distributed before and after the transition, and reduced in magnitude by means of high frequency phase correction.

The FCC specifies the envelope delay characteristic required in the transmission of color television signals as shown in Figure 3. The relative envelope delay throughout the video region is referred to the average delay between 50 and 200 kilocycles and is required to be constant except in the region above 3 mc which is pre-distorted to compensate for the phase characteristic of the sound.
notch in a typical television receiver. The tolerances are shown by the dotted lines. The transmitter is required to correct only for its own phase distortion in the low frequency region and each receiver is to correct for any phase distortion it may introduce at the low frequencies.

**BW-8A Measuring Set**

There is a need for field test equipment to measure the envelope delay characteristic of television transmitter systems in accordance with FCC specifications. Quantitative measurements have been rather difficult to make in the field, and many stations have made only approximate checks by means of square wave responses. The BW-8A Envelope Delay Measuring Set, shown in Figure 4, was designed to fill this need. It is a small unit, easy to use, and provides a low frequency phase reference. The BW-8A measures the relative envelope delay in the region from 1.3 mc to 4.3 mc as referred to the average delay between 0 and 189 kc. The unit is designed for standard 19-inch rack mounting, and occupies 10½ inches of rack space.

The BW-8A Envelope Delay Measuring Set consists of a generator section that feeds the system to be measured, and a receiver section which evaluates the envelope delay of the signals after they have passed through the system under test. A block diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 5. A fixed modulating frequency of 189 kc can be obtained from an internal crystal oscillator or can be derived as the twelfth harmonic of the horizontal sync frequency supplied from an external source. Switch S1 selects the source of the modulating frequency and adds sync and blanking if desired.
The fixed 189 ke modulating signal is fed to a mixer amplifier together with a carrier frequency that is variable in the range of 1.3 mc to 4.3 mc. This carrier is modulated to a depth of about 50 per cent by a portion of the output of the fixed 189 ke oscillator. The original 189 ke frequency and the modulated carrier frequency are recovered at the output of the mixer. Sync and blanking are added if desired, and the signal is amplified.

The output of the generator portion of the BW-8A can be fed directly to the receiver portion of the unit for calibration purposes. The output of the generator is then switched to the input of the transmitter system under test and the demodulated output of the transmitter is fed into the input of the receiver section.

The receiver section is composed of two chains. The first amplifier is tuned to the modulated carrier fre-
frequency. The signal is then detected and the 189 kc modulating component recovered. The demodulated signal is amplified and fed to a phase detector. The other amplifier chain is tuned to the 189 kc signal that has passed directly through the system. This signal is also amplified and fed into the phase detector. The phase shifter consists of an RLC network and may be switched into either amplifier chain to permit compensation of either positive or negative time delay. The phase shifter is calibrated directly in microseconds and reads the relative envelope delay between the carrier frequency and the reference average envelope delay between 0 and 189 kc. Envelope delays up to 0.68 microseconds may be measured with an accuracy of ±(3% ±.01) microseconds.

Typical Test Setup

A typical test setup using the BW-8A Envelope Delay Measuring Set is shown in Figure 6. The output of the generator section is fed to the video input of the transmitter ahead of the phase equalizers and low pass filter. It may be fed into the input of the stabilizing amplifier if sync and blanking are added. The output of the transmitter must be demodulated to recover the video component. A standard vestigial demodulator such as the RCA BW-4B can be used for this purpose, or a diode may be employed. The output of the vestigial demodulator or diode is fed to the receiver section of the BW-8A.

Envelope Delay Characteristics

The envelope delay characteristic is specified by the FCC in terms of a perfect vestigial demodulator. Standard demodulators, such as the RCA BW-4B, approach the ideal receiver characteristics within very close limits. A standard vestigial demodulator should be used to monitor television signals at the output of the sideband filter as it will provide the best indication of picture quality as viewed on good home receivers.

When fed with a vestigial sideband signal, the diode demodulator not only provides a non-uniform video amplitude response, but also a distorted phase characteristic as shown in Figure 7. Although vestigial sideband signals cannot be satisfactorily monitored from a diode demodulator, it was deemed desirable to be able to use this type of demodulator to measure the envelope delay characteristic of the transmitter system. By utilizing the diode as a check against the vestigial demodulator, the error due to a poorly aligned or poorly compensated vestigial demodulator can be isolated.

The calculated envelope delay characteristics of a television transmitter and filterplexer combination that is not phase compensated is shown in Figure 7. Calculated curves for both a diode demodulator and an ideal vestigial demodulator are

![Figure 7. Calculated envelope delay of TV transmitter and filterplexer without phase compensation.](image)

![Figure 8. Measured envelope delay of TV transmitter visual modulator and overall transmitter characteristic.](image)
shown. It can be seen that in the low frequency region where a double sideband signal is available the two demodulators provide essentially the same over-all envelope delay. In the region where the lower sideband is being attenuated the two curves differ quite widely. After the lower sideband has been attenuated the two envelope delay curves become identical. This indicates that a diode demodulator can be used to determine the envelope delay characteristic of video frequencies above approximately 1.5 mc as compared with a reference in the range below 200 kc. This is the important region to be investigated as the envelope delay in the range from approximately 200 kc to 1.5 mc is controlled only by minimum phase shift networks as far as the transmitter is concerned. Variations in the phase characteristic of the transmitter upper sideband in this region are related to the amplitude response which is generally quite flat at these relatively low modulating frequencies. The over-all video phase response in this area is largely dependent on the degree to which the demodulator that is used accepts or rejects the lower sideband.

The envelope delay characteristic of a visual modulator as measured by the BW-8A is shown in Figure 8.

The modulator alone contributes relatively little delay except at the very high frequency end where the frequency response is being attenuated. The over-all transmitter envelope delay characteristic utilizing a diode demodulator is also shown in Figure 8. Only minor variations in the basic transmitter envelope delay response are experienced before sideband shaping is applied.

The envelope delay of a television transmitter and vestigial sideband

filter is shown in Figure 9. No phase correction was employed in the transmitter input, and the need for about 0.15 microsecond low frequency equalization is apparent. The measurements taken with the diode demodulator and vestigial demodulator agree quite closely in the range from 1.3 mc to 4.3 mc. Either type of demodulator may be used with the BW-8A Envelope Delay Measuring Set.

The final over-all envelope delay characteristic is usually taken with all phase correction networks in the circuit including properly adjusted low frequency and receiver equalizers. An over-all envelope delay curve of an RCA TT-11AH Transmitter is shown in Figure 10. The curve shows the relative delay at various video modulating frequencies as compared with the average envelope delay between 0 and 189 kc. The FCC tolerances are shown by the dotted curves.

Conclusions

It is vital that television transmitting systems be properly corrected for envelope delay deficiencies in order to broadcast high quality pictures. It is hoped that the BW-8A Envelope Delay Measuring Set will make it easier to test and align television transmitting systems to improve fidelity of transmission.
Only with RCA can you get the

Why you get the best when you
"TAPE IT RCA"

21 OUTSTANDING RCA FEATURES...

1. Centralized control panel including metering of audio, video, control track and master erase heads
2. Better than 36 db video signal-to-noise at wide bandwidth video
3. Quadrature delay lines, record and playback
4. Built-in picture monitor and oscilloscope with push-button selection of signals
5. Continuously variable winding speed
6. Foot-switch on reel brakes for easy tape threading
7. Air lubricated tape guides

Don't settle for less than the best. See your RCA Representative, or write to RCA, Dept. YE-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
Electronic Quadrature
Best Picture in Seconds!

—PLAY ANY TAPES AS THOUGH MADE ON AN ADVANCED RCA TV TAPE RECORDER!

Electronic quadrature adjustment, as offered by the RCA TV Tape Recorder, assures the best picture alignment in seconds, even in playing back tapes made on recorders without the advantages of RCA precision circuitry.

Two sets of four precisely adjusted electrical delay lines are provided, one set of which is used during the record operation, the other during playback. Once set, the record delay lines need not be changed until a new headwheel panel is installed in the machine.

The playback delay lines may be used at any time a tape exhibits quadrature errors in playback. The appropriate tap switches are adjusted until horizontal displacement is corrected. All correction is accomplished quickly, during operation of the machine. And adjustment for record error can be made within a very few seconds after playback starts.

A tape recording can be made on an RCA machine with much more accuracy than with a machine that is adjusted mechanically. That's why we say, "For the picture of pictures, tape it RCA and play it back on an RCA TV Tape Recorder."

8. Space-saving rack mounted design
9. Four channel video equalizer
10. FM deviation meter
11. Coarse and fine adjustment of control track phase with full 4-track range
12. Simultaneous playback of program audio and control track during record
13. Playback tape speed control for synchronization of two or more machines
14. Tape footage indicator
15. Complete cue channel facilities
16. Calibrated control for measuring remaining video head life
17. Automatic control of shoe positioning for protection against skewing in pictures
18. Balanced shoe adjustment for protection against scallops in picture
19. Provisions for accurate tape splicing
20. Master erase head
21. Precision reel hubs for long bearing life

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT • CAMDEN, N. J.
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THE OBSTINATE PERVERSITY OF OBJECTS

The law of O.P.O.O. is exposed for the benefit of the broadcast industry.

By PROFESSOR OSCAR VON DER SNIKRAH

History will show that when certain natural functions of nature are discovered to be present at all times, a law is soon worded up that describes this otherwise unexplainable phenomenon.

The law of gravity is a typical example. In the fields of electricity, magnetism and electronics, there are many basic laws which cannot be refuted. Ohms Law, Kirchhoff's Law, Bessel Functions and Faraday's Law cannot always be explained but nevertheless have never been proven wrong.

Such is the case of the Law of "OPOO" which resulted from many events that occur frequently in the life of every broadcast engineer. How else can you explain why it is that every time you build up an amplifier it turns out to be an oscillator and at the same time if you connect up a circuit that is supposed to oscillate it invariably functions better as an amplifier?

Mysterious forces are obviously functioning when you invariably connect pairs of wires together the wrong way first. Then in the case of shooting trouble, the last tube in the unit is always the one that is bad.

This is the Law of "OPOO" always functioning at your side. This is not peculiar to the engineering field only. Take the case of the guy who had to catch a bus to work every day. For months the bus was always late every morning. The first morning he was five minutes late, the bus ran on time. You can't beat the Law of OPOO.

Or consider the case of the station engineer who faithfully tested the emergency generator plant once each week for nine years. After all these years of successful tests a general power failure occurred and — you guessed it! — the emergency generator wouldn't start. The starter button had failed, having been worn out by the many years of testing each week.

Joe Combo some years ago tried to pass the first class ticket exam five times until he finally made it. Before he could get a job, the rules were changed and it wasn't necessary.

How else can you explain the fact that the intermittent in the transmitter never shows up when you are trying to find it but always waits until you are miles away to kick the rig off the air?

Then in the case of TV, little production "problems" such as an upside down slide only appear when the most important sponsor is involved. It's the Law of OPOO!

Now that you have the idea, you can no doubt remember many incidents of a similar nature.

Although the basic Law of OPOO cannot be defeated, if you are aware of it, you can take steps in your mind to prevent complete frustration. Even though you act oppositely to your first intuition, the law will still defeat your reasoning powers.

The next time you leave on a fishing trip you can assume that some foolish thing is going to blow up at the station while you are gone. The Law of OPOO will see to it that no one else is around to fix it. With a firm decision to lay the blame entirely on the Law of OPOO, a new found peace of mind will engulf you.

Although not a "cure all", the kick plate as installed at the bottom of the rack will often prevent the law of OPOO from taking over. (Made from high tensile steel, the kick plate will withstand 227% more than the average kick as measured in PSI. Such intermittents as stuck relays and cold solder joints are thus easily cured.)

Now in use by many stations, the "panic" button is used to initiate a series of events that simulates an honest to goodness power failure or other event so as to remove the responsibility from the staff. Usually located in the chief engineers office, it must be used with discretion otherwise the law of OPOO takes over.
Sit down at today's most

**COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED FOR LOW MAINTENANCE**

For studio and/or master audio control of radio and television, General Electric's Type BC-21-A Transistorized Audio Console offers the ultimate in convenience and flexibility.

It provides all facilities necessary for switching, mixing and amplifying the outputs of microphones, turntables, tape mechanisms, projectors, remote and network lines and other audio sources—as well as complete facilities for auditioning, cueing, monitoring remote lines and cue/talkback circuits to studio and remote lines.

The BC-21-A can be used for single-channel control or easily, quickly and inexpensively modified for two-channel operation. For complete details, get in touch with your G-E Broadcast Representative. Or write Section 4920, General Electric Company, Communication Products Dept., Technical Products Operation, Lynchburg, Va. In Canada: Canadian General Electric Company, Broadcast Equipment Sales, 830 Lansdowne Ave., Toronto, Ontario.

---

**modern audio console!**

Modular design • Buy as you need—add more preamplifiers later • Plug-in amplifiers, hi-level mixers and relay modules easily removed for maintenance • Clean, "crackle-free" switching • Noiseless fading and mixing • Convenient color-coded controls • Designed for dual-channel use • Built-in cue and IC facilities

---

**SOME TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS:**

WNHC—New Haven, Conn.  
WNB—Portland, Ore.  
KSCO—San Francisco, Cal.  
WBG—Albany, Pa.  
KPLR—St. Louis, Mo.  
WNYZ—Detroit, Mich.  
Howell Recording Studio, Buffalo, New York
NEW Hughes Storage Monitor

Freeze TV Action!

You can now freeze the action right on your TV. A unique storage system moves the image onto the screen, where it can be frozen indefinitely. The image is stored in the tank and can be recalled and frozen at any time, allowing you to pause a show or game and return to it later. The Hughes Storage Monitor is a game-changer, making TV viewing more interactive and engaging.
Figure 1
Block diagram of an FM multiplex monitor showing the various functions which are necessary.

Figure 2
Schematic diagram of input section of multiplex monitor.
As outlined in previous articles appearing in Broadcast Engineering, the main transmission trouble is crosstalk of the main channel modulation into the subcarriers. This crosstalk or intermodulation of the subcarrier cannot be corrected unless a crosstalk-free monitor is available for measurement and maintenance purposes.

Reference is invited to earlier papers appearing in this journal which detail how the misadjustment of multipliers, amplifiers, coupling circuits and antennas can all produce crosstalk which is measured best in a station monitor designed for this purpose.

Although this part of a two-section article will detail the demodulation portion of a multiplex monitor, Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the functions necessary in a complete monitor.

The monitor reads the percentage of modulation of all products on the main channel. This has been provided because most of the existing monitors in use do not properly indicate modulating frequencies above 15,000 cps. It is necessary to read up to 75,000 cps. in order to properly inject the supersonic subcarriers. This unit reads to over 200 kc.

The Commissions standards require that the total arithmetic sum of the subcarriers shall not exceed 30 per cent modulation of the carrier. This cannot be indicated if the monitor itself cuts off shortly above the audio range of 15,000 cps.

Still more important however, will be the ability of the monitor to recover the supersonic modulation products without intermodulation from the regular audio range components present. The incoming R.F. at a level of approximately 15 volts is mixed with the fourth harmonic of the local crystal oscillator to form the I.F. in the 10 Mc. range. In the schematic of Figure 2 it will be seen that after passing through a special transformer it is amplified by a 6CL6 which also acts as a limiter. This in turn feeds the ratio detector coupling transformer to the 6AL5 which delivers the demodulated products. It is linear to 200,000 cps., thus accurately making available for measurement the total demodulated signals in this range.

If the carrier is deviated 100 per cent (plus or minus 75 Kc.) the recovered voltage out of the 6AL5 is 0.1 volts RMS. This output is used to operate the balance of the function of the monitor as shown in the block diagram.

Figure 3 illustrates the interstage coupling transformer designed for use between the mixer plate and the I.F. grid of the 6CL6. This special unit was found necessary as all existing I.F. transformers produced unusable crosstalk of the audio products deviating the main channel into the supersonic subcarriers.

The regular I.F. transformers as used in receivers are designed for high Q and result in high gain. This characteristic is obtained through the use of powdered iron cores which also appear in the form of variable tuning slugs. Unfortunately, the desirable characteristics of this approach are overshadowed by the little publicized side effect which produces intermodulation.

Previous to multiplexing, the design of an I.F. transformer revolved around the problems of gain and bandwidth. The additional task of passing the by-products of supersonic subcarriers brought up the problem of phase linearity. By overcoupling and swamping, an amplitude linear band pass was realized but the phase linearity was not achieved sufficiently to erase cross modulation into the subcarriers. A parallel problem exists in the multipliers and power stages of the transmitter as well as in the transmitting antenna system.

To obtain phase linearity, the transformer uses air core, capacitor tuned coils electrostatically shielded. By adjusting the coupling, the bandwidth is quite wide.

The goal of the design is to provide complete passage of all of the side band products without producing any phase non-linear characteristics that would show up later as unwanted crosstalk. When sweeping out the transformer, the oscilloscope pattern of Figure 4 shows that the pass band is well over 2,000 Kc. wide.

The same design precautions are used in the construction of the ratio detector transformer that couples into the 6AL5. The linear slope obtains on the familiar "S" curve is well over 2,000 Kc. Although this results in a low level of recovered modulation voltage, the lack of intermodulation is the important feature.

The linearity of this I.F. and demodulation combination permits linear recovery of the modulation components without intermodulation. The frequency response is flat within 0.5 db from 3 cps. to 200,000 cps. The broad band width also makes for long term stability and non-critical operation.

In the second part of this article, which will appear next month, the design of the circuits which follow the linear demodulator will be presented along with the methods used in actual operation.
A Major Break-Through in the search for a Better Modulation Monitor

The ALL NEW GATES M-5693 Modulation Monitor

The Gates M-5693 modulation monitor operates on an entirely new principle, with patent applied for. Employing direct coupling, this new monitor will read the true values of positive and negative peaks regardless of the presence of carrier shift. With the fastest meter allowable, it will, in addition, give correct peak indications on single program pulses as short as approximately 50 milliseconds and will measure the true peak amplitude of program or tone regardless of the wave forms encountered.

Older modulation monitors required the engineer to provide certain safety factors to prevent over-modulation. The new M-5693 monitor with true peak indication regardless of the complex waveform in standard programming, assures accuracy to the point that often greater modulation of the transmitter is possible, resulting in valuable increased signal strength.

The new Gates modulation monitor uses the difference in the rectified carrier voltage and the reference voltage for negative peaks, and the error from carrier shift decreases as the percentage modulation increases. The error is zero for 100% modulation. Indication of exact readings at high modulation is now possible and downward allowance for the error factor is no longer necessary.

The self-calibrating feature and the accuracy of indication makes this new monitor ideal for the annual proof-of-performance measurements. An oscilloscope is not even necessary.

The new monitor can be located at the transmitter and operated by remote control, with compensating adjustments in the monitor for imperfect telephone lines. There are many more exclusive features in this all new modulation monitor, which are discussed in detail in Engineering Bulletin No. 117-L. Write for your copy today—yours for the asking.

GATES RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS

Office in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
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". . . family of curves shows the microphone response . . ."

POLAR RESPONSE starts on page 6

to polar response. The frequency response of the microphone for sounds arriving at any angle can be noted mentally or actually drawn from the frequency response and polar charts. For an illustration, refer again to Figure 4. Presuming the axial frequency response of this microphone is that shown as curve (1) in Figure 7, we can construct a family of curves representing the response of the microphone for sounds arriving from various directions off the front axis. In plotting each curve, we merely select the angle, such as 45 degrees shown in curve (2) and referring to the Polar Chart (Figure 4) read toward the center on the 45-degree radius. Wherever a polar curve crosses this radius, we note the frequency represented by that curve, how many db down it is at that angle and plot this point on the chart in Figure 7.

While a family of curves such as this will show the true performance of the microphone, it is seldom used. The reason is merely because a visual comparison of the axial and polar response charts provides the same information at a glance once these charts are understood.

From this point, we can move on to the remaining types of polar curves. While some intermediate patterns can be obtained, the most common types are the bidirectional response obtained from ribbon or velocity microphones (Figure 8) and the cardioid produced by unidirectional microphones (Figure 9). It must be borne in mind when looking at polar charts such as these that they are in no way a pictorial representation of the performance of the microphone but an actual polar graph which must be read rather than visualized.

For example, it is commonly stated that a bidirectional microphone (Figure 8) is "dead" at the sides, that is, a 90 degrees and 270 degrees off the front axis. In this case, the statement would be true only if the microphone were placed in an anechoic chamber and if the sound source were infinitely small in size and placed at exactly 90 degrees or 270 degrees. Since in use we must deal with room reverberation and other conditions far less than ideal, to be accurate we must speak in terms of ratios and compare all levels to that at 0 degrees on the chart.

In Figure 9, it can be seen that sounds reaching this cardioid on the back axis (180 degrees) are attenuated approximately 20 db. Stated another way, a sound of given intensity and fixed distance on the rear axis of the microphone will produce an output level 20 db below what it would produce at front axis. The microphone has a front-to-back ratio of 20 db. While 20 db of attenuation is substantial, the microphone is never actually "dead" at the back just as the bidirectional type in Figure 6 is not "dead" at the sides.

A practical example may further clarify this vital point. Using the microphone which produces the polar chart shown in Figure 9 to make a recording we would find the following on a listening test: With a person talking at 10 feet on axis and another talking at the same level but at 180 degrees off axis, the voice on

---

BACKGROUND MUSIC RECEIVERS . . .
FOR THOSE IN MULTIPLEXING

ELECTRONICS
multiPLEX

The Q-75 multiplex receiver employs 17 tubes, de luxe features. High sensitivity, 10 watts output. May also be used in simplex operations with selective muting.

The MLX-10 is the Electro-Plex economy model. Lower in price than any other multiplex receiver. Ten tubes, 4 watts output. Save money on local installations.

ELECTRO-PLEX HAS THE THREE IMPORTANT INGREDIENTS TO MAKE YOUR BACKGROUND MUSIC BUSINESS A SUCCESS:

EXPERIENCE . . .
Electro-Plex personnel has over 10 years experience in background music work—were in on the initial designs of simplex receivers when FM radio was first used for this application back in 1948.

EQUIPMENT . . . .
Currently available Electro-Plex equipment represents the latest in multiplex circuitry—the most modern approach—designed by engineering personnel with over 20 years experience in FM.

POLICY . . . . . .
An important element at Electro-Plex. Our policy embodies a deep, personal interest in our customers and a desire to help them with their engineering and operational problem wherever possible.

ELECTRO-PLEX Division
NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
2925 N. Broad St.
axis would be recorded approximately 20 dB louder. Now, if the person at 180 degrees moves up to one foot, both will be recorded at equal levels. Move the one at the rear to 90 degrees and the voices will be equal if he is 5 feet from the microphone. If he is moved to 10 feet, his voice will be only half as loud as the one on axis.

One important point remains in respect to use of polar charts. In dealing with pickup of sound waves, we are dealing with three dimensions. To be accurate, polar charts should be drawn in three dimensions. In printing polar curves for directional microphones, it has been customary to show those produced in the horizontal plane. This was done for two reasons: First, because this was the position in which the microphone was used and sounds normally have somewhat horizontal directivity; second, because the microphone if not symmetrical in shape produced the most desirable characteristics in this plane. The second point is most significant.

In lieu of three-dimensional graph paper which has not yet been developed and elaborate perspective drawings which are not always satisfactory, somewhat controlled distortion of toy balloons plus some imagination may be used to produce three-dimensional polar curves. That for an ideal nondirectional microphone would be represented by the perfect sphere imaging the microphone to be in the center. For the bidirectional microphone we might take this sphere, tie a string about the equator and draw it together forming two adjacent spheres. The microphone would then be imagined at the point of tangency, or the point where the two spheres are joined. Producing the three-dimensional cardioid pattern requires more imagination. However, it can be roughly reproduced by pointing a finger toward the center of the balloon and then moving it along with the surface to a point where the end of the finger is at what was the center of the sphere. This approximates a solid of heart-shaped cross section and the microphone would be located at the end of the finger.

The purpose of this balloon and imagination stretching is to illustrate one highly significant point. Symmetrical polar patterns are very desirable in practical use since we often need to cancel sound such as reverberation which in effect comes from all directions. If the case of a microphone is not symmetrical, its three-dimensional polar pattern cannot be symmetrical except at very low frequencies. It may be a cardioid in the horizontal plane and bidirectional or nondirectional in the vertical plane, thus greatly reducing its effectiveness.

Once true understanding of polar response is achieved, this knowledge can be used either to explain past experiences concerning pickup problems or provide a solid foundation for future applications, or both. Continuous correlation of polar and axial data on specific applications generates a "feel" for sound pickup which is a skill probably better defined as applied knowledge. Such correlations are in themselves a topic to be covered in a following article.

New developments bring about new techniques in this ever-improving field but, thankfully, the vital basic principles remain the same.

Portable Versatile Dependable
CECO* Vidicon
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Expressly designed for the ever increasing TV field, this equipment consists of a pan and tilt tripod head with internal balancing spring. Vidicon Cameras with electronic viewfinder can be easily mounted and operated. The head mounts on the CECO Professional Tripod (or any other standard mounting flange) and the CECO Pro Junior Collapsible Three Wheel Dolly makes this a complete versatile package.

Specifications:
CECO Vidicon Head designed for use with a variety of Vidicon cameras, weighing from 45 pounds up. Vertical and horizontal movement of tilt head controlled by independent friction locking devices. Super-smooth action. Tripod folds quickly and compactly. Offers a height range from 36 to over 53 inches. Double leg locks.

Pro Senior Collapsible Dolly is lightweight and compact. Rubber-tired wheels may be locked or set in a straight line position.

Professional Jr.
Spring Head

CECO trademark of Camera Equipment Company

Frank C. Zucker
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.

Dept. BE, 315 West 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y. Judson 6-1420
Where do you go for fast* electronic parts delivery?

To the telephone! And call your local RAYTHEON distributor.

*and at factory prices

RAYTHEON COMPANY

RAYTHEON DISTRIBUTORS
Alabama
Birmingham
Forbes Distributing Company
Mobile
Forbes Electronic Distributors, Inc.
Arizona
Phoenix
Radio Specialties & Appl. Corp.
AL 8-6121
Tucson
Standard Radio Parts, Inc.
MA 3-4326
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Burbank
Valley Electronic Supply Co.
Victoria 9-4641
R. V. Weatherford Co.
Victoria 9-2471
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Hollywood Radio Supply, Inc.
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Electronic Industrial Sales, Inc.
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DCatur 5860
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East Coast Radio & Television Co.
FRanklin 1-4636
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Thurow Distributors
Tampa 2-1885
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Goddard Distributors, Inc.
TEmples 3-5701
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Chicago
Allied Radio Corporation
HAymarket 1-6800
Newark Electric Company
STate 2-2944
Indiana
Baltimore
Wholesale Radio Parts Co., Inc.
MULberry 5-2134
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Boston
Cramer Electronics, Inc.
Copley 7-4700
Demambro Radio Supply Co., Inc.
AL 4 9000
Lafayette Radio Corp. of Mass.
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RAYTHEON DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION • WESTWOOD, MASS.
RECEIVING AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES • SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
MECHANICAL COMPONENTS • RAYTHEON/MACHLETT POWER TUBES
VOLTAGE REGULATORS • CAPTIVE HARDWARE
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AMENDMENTS AND PROPOSED CHANGES OF F.C.C. REGULATIONS

STATION LOGS AND RECORDS
Inspection and Duplication

In the matter of amendment of Part 1 of the Commission's rules by the addition of a new § 1.76 to clarify requirements concerning inspection and duplication of station logs and records and to make provision for removal of logs and records from the licensee's premises.

1. Notice is hereby given of proposed rule making in the above-captioned matter.
2. It is proposed to add a new § 1.76 to the Commission's rules to clarify Commission requirements concerning inspection and duplication of station records and logs and to make provision for removal of such logs and records from the licensee's premises when so requested by the Commission or its representatives.
3. Inspection of records and logs is necessary in the performance of the Commission's enforcement functions. At times such logs or records may not be available for inspection because they have been stored at places remote from that at which an inspection is conducted, or a detailed examination may be necessary.
4. When records or logs are removed by Commission representatives, a receipt will be furnished so that licensees may maintain a record of custody.
5. The proposed amendments are issued pursuant to the authority contained in sections 1, 303 (r) and 303 (e) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

6. Any interested person who is of the opinion that the proposed amendment should not be adopted, or should not be adopted in the form set forth herein, may file with the Commission on or before March 19, 1960, written data, views, or arguments setting forth his comments. Comments in support of the proposed amendments may also be filed on or before the same date. Rebuttal comments may be filed within ten (10) days from the last day for filing of original comments. No additional comments may be filed unless (1) specifically requested by the Commission, or (2) good cause for the filing of such additional comments is established. The Commission will consider all such comments prior to taking final action in this matter, and if comments are submitted warranting oral argument, notice of the time and place of such oral argument will be given.
7. In accordance with the provisions of § 1.44 of the Commission's rules, an original and 14 copies of all statements, briefs, or comments shall be furnished the Commission.

Part 1 of the Commission rules is amended by adding a new § 1.76 which reads as follows:

§ 1.76 Availability of station logs and records for Commission inspection. Station records and logs shall be made available for inspection or duplication at the request of the Commission or its representatives. Such logs or records may be removed from the licensee's possession by a Commission representative or, upon request, shall be mailed by the licensee to the Commission by either registered mail, return receipt requested, or certified mail, return receipt requested. The return receipt shall be retained by the licensee as part of the station records until such records or logs are returned to the licensee. A receipt shall be furnished when the logs or records are removed from the licensee's possession by a Commission representative and this receipt shall be retained by the licensee as part of the station records until such records or logs are returned to the licensee. When the Commission has no further need for such records or logs, they shall be returned to the licensee. The provisions of this rule shall apply solely to those station logs and records which are required to be maintained by the Commission rules.

INTERIM POLICY ON VHF TELEVISION CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS; TELEVISION ENGINEERING STANDARDS
Notice of Proposed Rule Making

1. The Commission herein invites comments on its proposal:
(a) Consider applications for waivers of minimum television station separations in exceptional, individual cases meeting the criteria set out below; and
(b) Adopt, in revised rules and standards governing calculations of the service areas of television broadcast stations.

Interim policy on VHF channel assignments.

2. In a statement submitted to the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on April 17, 1939, by the Chairman of the Commission, it was announced that the Commission is pursuing studies and negotiations needed to ascertain the practicability of four alternative approaches to basic revision of television allocations. Each of these four alternatives contemplates long-range reallocations which would require a period of years to carry out if it were found desirable and practicable to adopt it.

3. Recognizing the urgency of taking such action in the interim as would relieve the pressing scarcities of channel assignments needed to provide at least three competitive television services in

February, 1960
the major markets, the Commission announced also that, in view of the practical limitations on the utilization of UHF channels for this purpose, it would endeavor to make such increased use of VHF frequencies as could be justified in the light of the circumstances existing in particular markets. Because of the large number of persons affected, the Commission indicated that this need is pressing in the larger markets which have so far been unable to obtain three competitive television services.

4. Recognition was also given to the near exhaustion of possibilities for making VHF assignments in such markets which would meet the minimum separation requirements which were established in the rules in 1959, and have been adhered to since that time, with negligible exceptions. The Commission continues to regard the standard minimum separations as a necessary and important factor governing the utilization of television channels generally under the existing nationwide allocations scheme. Owing, however, to the urgency of relieving serious shortages, the Commission announced that it will consider, in appropriate cases, limited and specific exceptions to the existing minimum co-channel separation requirements.

5. We propose at this stage to consider short-spaced co-channel assignments only in circumstances in which such action is clearly warranted by the urgency of the need for providing additional VHF television outlets during the interim until final decisions can be reached on basic revision of the present television allocation plan. We have concluded, after carefully considering all the courses of action available during the present "interim" period that at this stage our consideration of short-spaced VHF television assignments can be considered usefully only in cases where the following conditions are present:

(a) The assignment would make possible a second or a third VHF television station in an important television market.

(b) The need for the additional service outweighs the need for any service lost as a result of additional interference to existing stations.

(c) The new VHF service would not have substantial adverse effect on established UHF television services.

(d) A new assignment would not require an excessive number of channel changes of existing stations.

6. It is proposed to require any new station assigned at a substandard co-channel separation to suppress radiation in the direction of the existing station to the extent necessary to ensure that such new station creates no more interference to the existing station than would be caused if both stations were operating at the standard minimum spacing permitted under § 3.610 of the rules, and with maximum antenna height and power. The method for calculating the required suppression of the new station's radiation is set out in paragraphs 17 and 18, hereinafter.

7. New co-channel stations at sub-standard spacings will be required to comply with all requirements of the rules and standards applicable to television broadcast stations except the minimum co-channel spacings set out in § 3.610 of the rules. This means, for example, that new stations will be required to meet minimum adjacent channel spacings, which it is now proposed to reduce to 40 miles for all television broadcast stations. They will also be required to provide a signal of the prescribed minimum field intensity over the principal city provided for in the proposed rules revisions appended hereto.

8. Since short-spaced assignments will be considered only in the exceptional circumstances conforming with the criteria set out in paragraph 6 hereof, we do not propose to reduce the co-channel separations which are now provided for in § 3.610 of the rules, and which will remain generally applicable. Our proposal herein contemplates that consideration be given to short-spaced channel assign-
ments in individual cases either on the Commission's own motion or pursuant to petitions for amendment of the Table of Assignments in § 88 of the rules which are accompanied by requests for waiver of the standard minimum spacing requirements.

Revision of television engineering standards. 9. On March 16, 1959, the Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO) submitted a report to the Commission covering two and a half years of study of various factors related to the assignments of television broadcast channels on an engineered basis. The data obtained through this study makes it possible to refine some of the VHF technical data contained in our present rules. We are not prepared at this time to propose similar refinements of UHF standards in the rules.

10. The present rules of the Commission define two grades of service and specify a certain minimum value of signal strength which must be placed over the principal city in the area served. This grading is somewhat misleading since it is concerned merely with the probability of a specified percentage of the locations which are likely to receive a certain signal strength and is not directly concerned with the quality of such reception.

11. A more meaningful definition of television service is desirable and the TASO studies provide the basis for such a definition. On this basis we deem it appropriate to consider the service data of a television station as including the area over which it provides a signal of sufficient strength to produce an acceptable picture to average home television receiving installations in at least 50 per cent of the locations within the area for 50 per cent of the time or better. Comprehensive subjective viewing tests conducted by TASO showed that a picture relatively free of manmade electrical noise but with a discernible interference pattern from another television station, was considered acceptable by the average television viewer. We recognize that a more critical viewer might demand a picture free from noise and interference. However, such a strict definition of service would indicate a severely restricted service area and would not be realistic. Actual field strength measurements made in the vicinity of a large number of typical homes were compared with the viewer's rating of picture quality in those homes.

12. It was found that on VHF channels the following median signal strengths would produce an acceptable picture as defined above in paragraph 11:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>7-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 dbu</td>
<td>50 dbu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The area encompassed by the above field strength contours taken from the

FIRST CHOICE FOR LASTING ECONOMY

Precision design and rugged construction to meet the exacting, professional requirements of the broadcast industry assure long, trouble-free life for true economy.

Consistently high performance and virtually trouble-free operation of the Ampex 351 have established it as the first choice of not only broadcasters, but educators, professional recording studios, research laboratories, religious and business organizations.

Actual case histories document the fact that Ampex, on a cost-per-operating hour basis, is the most economical recorder made. Write for new comprehensive catalog 2033.

Ampex Professional tape recorders have been selected for official use at 1960 Winter Olympics, Squaw Valley, California
ments supporting or opposing the proposals set out in this notice and in the Appendices hereto, or submitting any modifications or counterproposals the parties may wish to submit. Comments in reply thereto may be submitted by March 7, 1960. The Commission will consider all comments filed hereunder prior to taking final action in the matter: Provided, That, notwithstanding the provisions of § 1.213 of the Rules, the Commission will not be limited solely to the comments filed in this proceeding.

22. The requisite statutory authority is contained in Sections 517 (1) and 309 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

23. In accordance with the provisions of § 1.151 of the Commission's rules and regulations, an original and 14 copies of all statements, briefs, or comments shall be furnished the Commission.

APPENDIX A

Proposed amendments to Part 3 of the Rules

1. Amend § 3.610 (c) (1) to read as follows:

(c) Minimum assignment and station adjacent channel separations applicable to all zones:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels 4-13</th>
<th>Channels 40 miles</th>
<th>Channels 55 miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. Amend § 3.683 as follows:

(1) Change the title of this section to read as follows: "§ 3.683 Field strength contours."

(2) Change the term "Grade A" and "Grade B" to "Principal City Service" and "Normal Service", respectively whenever they appear in this section.

(3) Substitute the following for the present tabulation in paragraph (a):

Principle City Normal Service Service (db) (db)
Channels 2-6 80 80
Channels 7-13 85 40
Channels 14-92 80 60

(4) In the last sentence of paragraph (a) change the term "F (50,10)" to "F (50,90)"

3. Amend § 3.684 as follows:

(1) Substitute the following for the present paragraph (a):

(a) All predictions of coverage made pursuant to this paragraph shall be made without regard to interference and shall be made only on the basis of estimated field strengths obtained from the charts in 3.699. The peak power of the visual signal is used in making predictions of coverage.

(2) In paragraph (a) substitute the following for the first two sentences in the present text: "In predicting the distance to the field strength contours, the F (50,90) field strength charts in § 3.699 shall be used. If the 90 per cent field strength is defined as that value exceeded for 90 per cent of the time, these F (50,90) charts give the estimated 90 per cent field strengths exceeded at 50 per cent of the locations in decibels above 1 microvolt per meter."

(3) In paragraph (c) substitute the terms "Principal City Service" and "Normal Service" for the terms "Grade A" and "Grade B" respectively, wherever they appear.

(4) In the first sentence of paragraph (c) delete the expression "Grade A and Grade B field intensity contours" and substitute therefor the expression "normal service contours."

4. Amend § 3.685 as follows:

(1) Substitute the following text for the present text of paragraph (a):

(a) The transmitter location shall be chosen so that, on the basis of the effective radiated power and antenna height above average terrain employed, the Principal City Service contour will encompass the entire principal community to be served.

(2) Delete the first sentence in paragraph (c).

(3) Substitute the following sentence for the second sentence in paragraph (c): "In consideration of applications proposing the use of questionable antenna locations the Commission may require site tests to be made."

5. Amend § 3.686 as follows:

(1) Delete the first sentence in paragraph (a).

(2) In paragraph (g) (1) substitute the term "Principal City and Normal Service Contours" for "Grade A and Grade B field intensity contours."


APPENDIX B

The following factors were used to determine the signal strength required to provide an acceptable picture at 50 per cent of the locations for 90 per cent of the time, defined as Normal Service:

Passable Channel, 12-5
7 7
12-7 7 7
12-8 7 7
12-9 7 7
12-10 7 7
2. Thermal noise (db) at 300 ohms
7 7
3. Receiver noise (db) at 300 ohms
7 7
4. Required visual peak to R.M.S. noise (db) at 300 ohms
30 30
5. Receiving antenna discrimination line loss (db) 2 3
6. Receiving antenna gain (db)
3 6
7. Dipole factor (db) 3 6
8. Required local field (F 50, 90) (db) 40 50
9. The mean frequency used in computing the values used for Channels 2-6 is 71 Mc and for Channels 7-10 is 100 Mc.

EXPLANATORY NOTES

1. Taken from TASO data on subjective viewing tests.

2. This is the theoretical thermal noise which would be generated by a 300 ohm resistor at 300 degrees Kelvin over a megacycle bandwidth.

3. These noise figures are typical of an average television receiver found in use today.
Appendix C

The following factors were used to determine the strength of the signal which must be placed over the entire principal city, to provide an excellent picture at 90 per cent of the locations for 90 per cent of the time in the presence of man-made electrical noise: at levels found in highly urbanized areas, if a reasonably good receiving antenna installation is employed. The value is sufficiently high to permit reception of an acceptable picture at many locations with an indoor antenna or on a lower quality receiver.

Channels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Quasi-peak noise field relative to halfwave dipole (dbu)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ratio of signal to quasi-peak noise required to produce an excellent picture (db)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Location probability factor (db)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Urban depression loss (db)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Operating receiving antenna loss referred to a halfwave dipole (db)</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median field strength required for Principal City Service (F(50, 90) ) (dbu)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanatory Notes:
2. It is assumed that a 24 db signal-to-noise ratio is necessary to render the noise interference inconfusing in pictures representing average program material. This corresponds to a quasi-peak noise level of 6.25 per cent of the peak video level.
4. Reduction due to signal loss in built up areas.
5. The typical urban receiving antenna is less effective than a similar antenna operated in rural areas. Consequently, this value is somewhat less than the typical gain for receiving antennas reported by TASO.

CONELRAD ATTENTION SIGNAL
Transmission Standards

1. Notice is hereby given of Rule Making in the above-entitled matter.
2. The Commission has before it for consideration a recommendation that there be established specific transmission specifications for the CONELRAD Attention Signal. The Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, in a letter dated August 4, 1958, requested that action be initiated looking toward the establishment of such standards so that an alert receiver could be developed that could be mass-produced and still meet OCDM requirements.
3. Executive Order 10512, which provides for emergency control over stations engaged in radio transmission, contains a provision, among others, that

New transistorized headset amplifier for TV studio communication

Daven announces a new Transistorized Interphone Amplifier, Type 50, which provides a marked improvement in studio communications. As a companion unit to the Western Electric Type 52 headset, advantages of this transistorized amplifier over the normal induction coil are:

1. A gain of 20 db.
2. Mounts directly in place of the induction coil.
3. Sidetone automatically adjusts when additional stations join the circuit. Receiver level minimum.

Write today for further information.

Today, More Than Ever, The Daven® Stands For Dependability

from the leader...EVERYTHING IN MIKE STANDS

BOOM STANDS:
Booms lengths from 18 feet to 33 inches, in various sizes and models. Portable, semi-portable and special application.

UPRIGHT STANDS:
for every requirement. From 65" to 4". Complete line of Accessories and Public Address Loudspeakers.

Write for free catalog to Dept. BE-2
plans be prepared and implemented whereby radio stations may be silenced or required to be operated in a manner consistent with the needs of national security and defense. The authority to prepare and put into effect such plans is delegated to the Commission under Section 1 of Executive Order 10312. An operating and alerting plan for broadcast stations was approved November 11, 1952. On April 8, 1953, CONELRAD Rules for broadcast stations, and the CONELRAD Manual. BC-3, For Broadcast Stations were adopted by the Commission. Section 3.919 of these rules states that “the CONELRAD Manual is the document containing the detailed description of how broadcast stations will be alerted and operated in the CONELRAD System. The Manual will be subject to modification from time to time as experience indicates.”

4. Section 3.932 of the Commission Rules states that immediately upon receipt of a CONELRAD Radio Alert, all standard, FM, and TV broadcast stations will follow the prescribed procedure and transmit an approved signal message as set forth in the CONELRAD Manual for Broadcast Stations, then remove the transmitter from the air.

5. The CONELRAD Attention Signal, as now set forth in the CONELRAD BC-3 Manual, is activated by broadcast stations in the following manner:

(a) Discontinue normal program.
(b) Cut the transmitter carrier for approximately 5 seconds (Sound carrier only for TV stations).
(c) Return carrier to the air for approximately 5 seconds.
(d) Cut the transmitter carrier for approximately 5 seconds (Sound carrier only for TV stations).
(e) Return carrier to the air.
(f) Broadcast 1,000 cycles (approximately 5 seconds). The CONELRAD Attention Signal consists of steps (b) through (f). There are no other specifications.

6. When the Commission’s staff and the industry formulated the composition of the original CONELRAD Attention Signal there were numerous considerations involved. One of the most important of which was the utilization of the 1,000-cycle second tone. Some of the factors considered at that time were as follows:

(a) 1,000 cycles per second is a standard test signal which can be generated without complex equipment or circuitry at low cost.
(b) It is an audible (annoying) signal and could be used to attract the listener’s attention.
(c) Provides for the optimum transfer of radiated energy into the sidebands.
(d) Provides a more useful signal in fringe areas above prevailing ambient noise levels.

By utilizing the (bracket standard) sequence of two carrier breaks and 15 seconds of 1000 cycle tone, a wide latitude in the production of “muting” CONELRAD Radio Alert receivers was made available to the receiver manufacturer in the free competitive market. This “bracket standard” provided on one hand, for complex circuitry with interlocking of the elements (two carrier breaks and 1000 cycle tone) to provide a maximum of freedom to false alarms at one extreme and on the other hand, simple circuitry utilizing the carrier break principle with minimum freedom from false alarms at the other extreme.

7. A CONELRAD Attention Signal Study Committee was appointed to study and report on possible standards for the Attention Signal. The Committee after holding several meetings and reviewing the background leading to the development of the CONELRAD Attention Signal, reached the conclusion that the composition of the present signal would be retained. However, this committee agreed that the project should be referred to the National Industry Advisory Committee for further study and recommendations of specific transmission tolerances.

8. The National Industry Advisory Committee determined that:

(a) The establishment of specific and relative tight tolerances on the CONELRAD Attention Signal would not increase the cost of receivers for general public use.
(b) The basic radio receiver for public use need not be elaborate and its final cost would be determined by the desired freedom from false alarm.
(c) The establishment of specific tolerances on the CONELRAD Attention Signal would aid in the design of the more elaborate and more foolproof type of receiver required for OCDM use.

It was further determined that, inasmuch as transmitters could be turned off and on in a relatively short time, close tolerances can be applied to the Attention Signal. It was indicated that the control of the Attention Signal must be accomplished by an automatic control device. The committee agreed that the burden of cost should be placed with the transmitter rather than the receiver because of the relative ease of control at this point. It was further revealed that a coding equipment might be procured by individual broadcasters for approximately $1300.00 per unit. Thus this would indicate that the economics are definitely in favor of a relatively small expenditure at the transmitter in place of considerable complexity for each and every alert receiver that might be sold in the future.

9. The Commission has been encouraging the development of pre-attack and post-attack State Defense Networks by the various State Industry Advisory Committees. These emergency networks are formed by off-the-air relay between FM broadcast stations, with program material being intercepted off-the-air by standard broadcast stations. These State Defense Networks are alerted for Emergency Weather Warnings by utilizing FM receivers equipped with CONELRAD Attention Signal devices. In this connection, the Broadcast Services Committee of the NIAC has been requested to prepare suitable promotional material for use by all broadcast stations, encouraging the general public to purchase combination AM-FM CONELRAD Radio Alert receivers for receipt of Emergency, Weather Warnings and the CONELRAD Radio Alert in the event of enemy attack. The broadcast industry has indicated active support of this activity, since it has a direct bearing upon increasing AM-FM receiver circulation for the broadcaster.

10. At the October 22, 1959, meeting of the NIAC, the Chairman of the Electronics Industry Committee indicated that the receiver manufacturing industry was waiting upon adoption of the proposed technical transmission tolerances prior to production of AM-FM CONELRAD Radio Alert receivers for sale to the general public.

11. In view of the above, it is proposed to amend the CONELRAD Manual BC-3 so as to establish the following transmission tolerance specifications for the CONELRAD Attention Signal.

Transmission Standards
Carrier off: Sec. ±0.25 Sec.
Carrier on: 5 Sec. ±0.25 Sec.
Carrier carrier: 5 Sec. ±0.25 Sec.
Carrier on: Tone on within 1 Sec.
Duration of tone: 15 Sec. ±1.0 Sec.
Tone frequency: 1000 cycles ±0.2%, 5% distortion at the oscillator.
Percentage modulation: 75%.

12. The National Industry Advisory Committee report did not recommend the utilization, by broadcast stations, of an automatic push button device which when activated would automatically cause the transmitter to send the CONELRAD Attention Signal having the above tolerances. However, the report of the Electronics Industry Committee contains a statement that the control of the Attention Signal must be accomplished by an automatic control device, two of which are available. A statement was made at the NIAC meeting that the Commission should consider, as a part of the Commission's program to remote control broadcast transmitters, the inclusion of "automatic" equipment to transmit the CONELRAD Attention Signal. All stations, as pointed out previously, whether remote controlled or otherwise, are present...
ently required to transmit the CONELRAD Attention Signal and CONELRAD Radio Alert Message upon receipt of notification of the CONELRAD Radio Alert. In view of the decrease in the length of the attack warning time that has developed, it is believed that automation should be carried one step further in that an additional device would take over immediately after the Attention Signal was sent and transmit the approved CONELRAD Alert Message together with a short civil defense message and then remove the transmitter from the air. For those stations holding a National Defense Emergency Authorization, a further adaptation of the automatic device would cause the CONELRAD transmitter to be activated and made ready for transmission of National, State and local emergency information. The present Notice of Proposed Rule Making applies specifically to the standards for the Attention Signal. Parties filing comments are requested to direct their attention to the need for and desirability of an amendment of the BC-3 to provide for the use of automatic push button devices to accomplish one or more of the following operations: 

(a) Transmit the CONELRAD Attention Signal.

(b) Transmit the CONELRAD Radio Alert Message, the local civil defense message and then remove the transmitter from the air.

(c) Place the CONELRAD transmitter in operation ready to transmit emergency information.

13. There are presently 80 key standard broadcast stations operating on a 24-hour basis at the request of the Commission. These stations provide the backbone of the alerting system. All licensees of the Commission are required to install means to receive the CONELRAD Radio Alert. In the majority of cases a broadcast station is monitored by the other services in order to receive an Alert. In addition the general public would receive an alert from broadcast stations. The CONELRAD Attention Signal may also be used to alert the public to Emergency Weather Warning information in accordance with section 3.933 of the Commission's Rules. Several State Industry Advisory Committees have, or are in the process of establishing Emergency (FM) Defense Networks. Advantage is being taken of the reliable solid FM coverage which does not change much with the time of day or with atmospheric conditions. The development of an AM-FM broadcast alert receiver will provide an effective means of alerting the general public during normal non-listening hours.

14. The proposed amendments hereinabove described are issued pursuant to the authority contained in sections 1. 1(f) and 303 (e) and (r) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, and section 4 of Executive Order 10512. 15. Any interested person who is of the opinion that the proposed amendment should not be adopted, or should not be adopted in the form set forth herein may file with the Commission on or before February 8, 1960, written data, views or arguments setting forth his comments. Comments in support of the proposed amendment may also be filed on or before the same date. Comments in reply to the original comments may be filed within thirty days from the last day for filing said original data, views or arguments. No additional comments may be filed unless (1) specifically requested by the Commission or (2) good cause for the filing of such additional comments is established. The Commission will consider all such comments prior to taking final action in this matter, and if comments are submitted warranting oral argument, notice of the time and place of such oral argument will be given.

16. In accordance with the provisions of § 1.51 of the Commission's rules and regulations, an original and fourteen copies of all statements, briefs, or comments filed shall be furnished the Commission.

Nems • Clarke Type 120-E FIELD INTENSITY METER

---

F. C. C. LICENSE PREPARATION

Grantham School of Electronics specializes in quality training in communications electronics, preparing students to pass F.C.C. operator license examinations. This training is available either by correspondence or in resident classes.

The Grantham Communications Course does not teach the student how to solder or how to remove a TV chassis from the cabinet, etc. It is not a repair course but, instead, is bona fide technical training which teaches the student to understand electronic theory — which teaches the 'why' of electronics.

Grantham training — in Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City, Washington, or in the student's own home — can do the job! Get complete details free. Write or phone the Grantham School nearest you. Here are the different addresses:

**Grantham School of Electronics**
1505 N. Western Ave. • Hollywood 27, Calif.

**Grantham School of Electronics**
490 Marion Street • Seattle 4, Washington

**Grantham School of Electronics**
3133 Gillham Road • Kansas City 9, Missouri

**Grantham School of Electronics**
821 - 19th Street N.W. • Washington 6, D.C.
Electro-Plex Merges With Nuclear Electronics Corp.

Nuclear Electronics Corp. has acquired the Electro-Plex Corp., it was announced by John E. Wagenseller, Nuclear president. Electro-Plex will operate as a separate division. Nuclear will engage in the research, development, and manufacture of specially integrated FM Multiplex receiving equipment, as well as the FM broadcast station instruments. William Collins, founder and president of Electro-Plex, will continue to head the Electro-Plex Div. Mr. Collins stated that the additional engineering and manufacturing facilities of Nuclear will enable Electro-Plex to provide a greater service to the FM broadcasting industry and background music operators.

Bauer Electronics Forms New Corporation

Fritz Bauer, pioneer AM transmitter manufacturer, has announced the formation of the Bauer Electronics Corp. with headquarters in Burlingame, Calif. Mr. Bauer is president and principal stockholder of the new firm. Paul Gregg, former with Gates Radio Co., has been named sales manager. The firm will manufacture broadcast equipment. Two new AM transmitters will be introduced early in 1960. Offices are located at 1011 Industrial Way, Burlingame, Calif.

Television Test Signals

A. Prose Walker, manager of engineering for the NAB, emphasizes that the finalization of Docket 11086 concerning the use of television test and reference signals only specifies the area within the vertical interval during which test signals may be transmitted under conditions which would preclude significant picture degradation. The transmission of test signals is permissive, not mandatory, and the types of test signals are not specified. The National Association of Broadcasters participated in the work of the EIA Committee which formulated the report to the FCC.

PAM/FM Stereo

There are inquiries for additional information on the PAM/FM stereo system which was described in the December issue of Broadcast Engineering. The mathematical analysis of the system is available and a complete copy of the article including the mathematical treatment can be obtained by writing to Broadcast Engineering, 1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 5, Mo.

Mr. Vincent Skee, who translated the original article, states that the system can be better understood by using the concept of gating in describing the function of the adapter at both the transmitter and receiver.

Tower Lamp Voltages

Frank J. Little, Jr., of Hughey & Phillips, Inc., points out that the FAA Standards for Marking and Lighting Obstructions to Air Navigation require that the rated voltage of the tower lamps should be 220 volts, that is, between 3 percent higher than the average voltage across the lamp during the normal hours of operation. With 110 volts at the socket of a 130-volt lamp, the lumen output will be about 55 percent of that specified by the FAA as satisfactory for the warning light. A recent "Technical Hint" suggested the use of 130-volt lamps for various applications because of the longer life obtained when operated at 115 volts. The Federal Aviation Agency standards, however, rule out this application for tower obstruction lighting.
NEW SPEECH INPUT CONSOLE
A medium-sized speech input console has been introduced by Collins Radio Co. The single channel console, Model 212G-1, will mix 9 of the 13 inputs. It features plug-in modules and can be expanded. Maximum number of channels possible, when supplied with a full complement of plug-in modules, is six low level inputs, two medium level inputs, one remote or net input, one program channel, one monitor channel, and one cueing channel. Maximum gain is 100 db, output level from the program line is 18 dbm, and from the monitor 30 dbm. Frequency response is plus or minus 1.5 db from 50 to 15,000 cycles. Only two tube types are used in the console.

MATCHED MICROPHONES FOR STEREO
Four models of microphones will be packaged in pairs by Electro-Voice, Inc., for use on stereo pickups. The paired microphones will be balanced within close tolerances ensuring that no significant difference exists between the two mikes. Included in the program for paired packaging are E-V Models 629, 630, 636, and 664.

THIRD CONVERTOR AVAILABLE FOR ZOOMAR LENSES
Television Zoomar Co. has announced the development of a third converter for their Super Universal Zoomar Lens. The third converter will enable the lens to zoom from 12 inches to 72 inches. With the converter a camera located on a grandstand can zoom from a cover scene to a head and shoulder shot of an athlete. Several networks have been experimenting with the converter and plan to use it for the national political conventions next summer. TV Zoomar Co. has announced that more than 500 Zoomar Lenses are in use by networks and television stations.

LOW NOISE VHF PREAMPLIFIER
Community Engineering Corp
Box 824, State College, Pa.

Designed for use in the 50 to 200 mc range, the Model 1001 VHF Preampifier has a noise figure of better than 3 db at 85 mc and 4.5 db at 200 mc with a nominal gain of 30 db. Unit is fixed tuned to required frequency, bandwidth is 10 megacycles. Input and output impedance is 50 ohms.

CROWN 714 C STEREO RECORDER
The Crown 714 C, Stereo X, records and plays 4-track stereo, plays 2-track stereo, and is capable of recording and playing monaural. The 714 C 4-track recording performance surpasses traditional professional standards of former years, according to Crown. Features include three speeds, three motors, accepts 10-inch reels, four microphone inputs, rack mount, and automatic stop. Frequency response at 15 ips is 50 to 28,000 cps within 2 db, at 7½ ips it is 40 to 17,000 and at 3¼ ips it is 30 to 9,000 cps.

GATES ANNOUNCES NEW FM TRANSMITTER
A new 10,000 watt FM transmitter, Model FM-10A, has been announced by Gates Radio Co. The transmitter features a new method of tuning a single ended VHF amplifier called varaiable tuning. A portion of a parallel plate transmission line is made variable to capacity tune the line to operating frequency. Neither mica nor vacuum capacitors are needed in the tank circuit increasing the efficiency of the circuit. The exciter employs a phase shift modulator with pulse timing techniques and may be adapted to single or dual channel multiplexing on a plug-in basis.

NEW SOUND CATALOG
A greatly expanded sound catalog has been issued by Electro-Voice, Inc. Full technical specifications and features are included on the full line of microphones and speakers. Charts are included to aid in choosing the most appropriate microphone or speaker for each specific application. Copies of the catalog, known as Commercial Sound Catalog No. 32, may be obtained by writing Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.

NEW THREE SPEED TURNTABLE
Gates Radio Co. has announced a new three-speed, 12-inch professional transcription turntable. In the operation of this new turntable, the drive is against a solid inner hub, away from the usable playing surface of the platter. A 600-rpm hysteresis synchronous motor is used. The turntable will come up to speed at 33½ rpm in ½ turn, with noise rated at —45 rpm, at 45 rpm the turntable starts in ¼ turn with noise or rumble at —40 db. The CB-77 chassis size is 16 inches x 18 inches.
Full-range stereo broadcasts over a single AM transmitter are soon to be a regular program feature of four internationally known radio stations equipped with the new All-AM Stereo Adapter system developed and manufactured by Kahn Research Laboratories, Inc., Freeport, N. Y. They include CJAD in Montreal, the major high power station in Mexico City and two leading stations in Venezuela.

As far as it is known, they are the first stations to purchase AM stereo broadcast equipment. According to Kahn Research Laboratories, who are also the developer and manufacturer of Compatible Single-Sideband and Symmetra-Peak, the decision to broadcast stereo at this time was based upon the system's unique ability to achieve immediate and widespread public participation. Kahn Adapters make this possible because the programs (1) have the desired mass appeal of an AM system and (2) they can be received on two standard AM receivers in the majority of homes. Thus, the public has nothing to buy and the broadcaster, now competing for listeners with the stereo phonograph, is assured of holding a large and commercially vital audience. Completely balanced monaural reception is also provided when only one receiver is used.

When installed on standard AM transmitters, the Kahn Model STR-39-1A Stereo Adapter system develops a full carrier and two independent sidebands which can be independently modulated by the two stereo channels. The resulting envelope wave has the same spectrum requirements as conventional AM. It is also theoretically free from inherent distortion and in actual practice approximately one-half percent total harmonic distortion is added. Installations can be made on any standard high-level, low-level or Doherty system in a matter of a few hours without engineering modifications of the transmitter.

**True Stereo Reception on Two Standard Receivers**

This new type envelope wave permits independent upper and lower sidebands to be demodulated by standard AM detectors. Therefore, true stereophonic reception, which is not to be confused with a stereo effect, can be achieved by simply placing two standard AM receivers approximately six to eight feet apart and tuning each receiver to the respective upper and lower sideband.

It is expected that inexpensive receivers with single-control tuning, dual audio channels, and other improvements designed to utilize the system's optimum isolation features will be introduced later by various receiver manufacturers.

**Compatible Monaural Reception On One Standard Receiver**

Compatible monaural reception of stereo programs is accomplished by tuning a standard receiver to the carrier in the usual AM manner. Both stereo channels can then be received with perfect program balance.

**Improved Audio Fidelity**

Improved audio fidelity in each of the stereo channels is entirely a function of receiver bandwidth. Since design economy requires that most receivers employ narrowband IF amplifiers, the great majority have a total passband of only 5 or 6 kc. When conventional AM transmissions are employed, receivers must be tuned so that the carrier is centered in the IF passband. Therefore, only one-half or between 2.5 and 3 kc, constitutes the actual fidelity of these receivers. With AM stereo reception, however, each set is tuned slightly off-carrier so that the carrier appears on one side of the IF passband. Thus, almost the entire 5 or 6 kc IF bandwidth of each receiver can be utilized, resulting in a marked improvement in audio fidelity, approaching that of FM.

---

**Classified**

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are ten cents per word. Minimum charge is $2.00. Blind box number is 50 cents extra. Check or money order must be enclosed with ad.

**EQUIPMENT FOR SALE**

TV VIDEO MONITORS—8Mc. Metal cabinets starting at $189.00. Never before so much monitor for so little cost. 30 different models 2' thru 24'. Miratel, Inc. 1053 Dionne St., St. Paul, Minn. 2-6011

G. E. Limiting Amplifier model BA-5-A with instruction book. $200. KWKW, Pasadena, Calif. 2-6011

TEFLON COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE 1/4, 3/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1 inch. Unused. Suitable for AM, FM, VHF, TV, Communication Systems, and some Microwave frequencies. RETMA flanges. Write Sacramento Research Labs., 3421-35th Street, Sacramento 20, Calif. 2-6061

**WANTED**

WANTED: TV experienced technician-engineer. First Class FCC license required. Large market TV operation—studio, control, maintenance, transmitter work. Give age, experience, qualifications. Station WVUE-TV, 1418 Cleveland Ave., New Orleans, La. 2-6061

---
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Read what Chief Engineer C. E. Smith of WKOW-TV in Madison, Wisconsin, has to say about the RCA-6448 beam power tube:

"One of our RCA-6448's has clocked 12,000 hours of service in our visual power amplifier. Another just passed the 10,500 hour mark in our aural power amplifier. Both tubes are still delivering top performance. Long tube life like this is a big item in keeping transmitter operating expenses down."

Many UHF-TV stations all over the country have discovered that proper care of their RCA-6448's often pays off in extended service far beyond normal tube life expectancy. Result: reduced transmitter maintenance and downtime, more hours of service per tube dollar.

Contact your RCA Electron Tube Distributor whenever you need tubes for broadcasting and telecasting operations. He also carries a complete line of high-quality RCA Sound Tape for your convenience.
HAVE TELECHROME

VIDEO TRANSMISSION TEST EQUIPMENT

WILL TRAVEL

IT'S PORTABLE

1003-C VIDEO TRANSMISSION TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR
Produces multi-frequency burst, stairstep, modulated stairstep, white window, composite sync, variable duty cycle, regulated power supply.

1004-B VIDEO TRANSMISSION TEST SIGNAL RECEIVER
Very rapid and accurate measurement of differential phase and differential gain characteristics of video facilities. Responds to standard stairstep test signal modulated with 3.58 mc, or any differential phase or gain test signal.

1005-A VIDEO TRANSMISSION TEST SET
1005-A/1 — Produces composite television waveforms suitable for measuring amplitude vs. frequency, differential gain vs. amplitude, dynamic linearity, differential phase vs. amplitude, high frequency transient response, low frequency transient response, low frequency phase of streaking, smears, mismatches; and other video characteristics.

1006-A VERTICAL INTERVAL KEYER
Permits test and control signals to be transmitted simultaneously with program material, between frames of TV picture. Any test signal (multi-burst, stairstep, color bar, etc.) may be added to the composite program signal. Test signals are always present for checking transmission conditions without impairing picture quality. The home viewer is not aware of their presence.

1073-CR SINE SQUARED (SIN2) — SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
Produces new wave form for testing TV or other pulse unit or system for amplitude and phase characteristics. Sine — Square Wave pulse is equivalent to TV camera signal and is more sensitive than a Square Wave in indicating ringing. Video test signal adjustable for 1.9 volts or 1.4 volts peak to peak. Now in use by major TV networks and telephone companies.

FULL SPECIFICATIONS & DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

ALSO ASK ABOUT
TELECHROME SPECIAL EFFECTS GENERATOR

TELECHROME MANUFACTURING CORP.
28 RANICK DRIVE, AMITYVILLE, N. Y. Lincoln 1-3600
Cable Address: COLOTV TWX: AMITYVILLE NY2314

AT THE FRONTIERS OF ELECTRONICS
COLOR TV • INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION • TELEMETRY

MIDWEST ENGINEERING DIVISION — 106 W. ST. CHARLES RD., LOMBARD, III., MAYFAIR 7-6026
WESTERN ENGINEERING DIVISION — 13635 VICTORY BLVD., VENICE, CALIF., STATE 2-7479
SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION — 4207 GASTON AVE., DALLAS, TEX., TAYLOR 3-3291

www.americanradiohistory.com